
 

 

 

 

 

 

Little Yarra Steiner School is situated on Wurundjeri Country. We respectfully 
acknowledge the Wurundjeri Woiwurrung People of the Kulin Nation as the Traditional 

Custodians of the lands on which we work, learn, and play, and pay respect to their 
Elders past, present and emerging. We are honoured to share in the continued care of 
this land, with its wetlands and river, its stones that sleep in the depths of the Earth, its 
plants and trees that reach for the Sun, and all the creatures that know it as home. We 
respectfully acknowledge the ancient and enduring culture of those who have walked 
this land in the past, which will continue to enrich the lives of our community into the 

future. 
 

When the human being hears music, he has a sense of wellbeing, because these tones harmonise with 
what he has experienced in the world of his spiritual home. – Rudolf Steiner 
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Dear community, 
 
Music can set the soul in motion and enchant 
people. It can also act like a medicine, supporting 
the therapy of depression and burn-out syndrome 
and even physical pain and cardiovascular 
problems can be alleviated by musical sounds. 
 
 

“A tone lies at the foundation of everything  
in the physical world.” 

 
 

This is only one of many unexpected statements 
made by Rudolf Steiner in these unusual spiritual 
scientific studies of the art of music. Steiner argues 
that music is experienced not just with the ear 
(“merely a reflecting apparatus”) but with the 
whole human being. 
 
Those of us who have experienced the effect of 
listening to a choir with angelic voices singing will 
know how it feels when those voices touch the 
heart so deeply that it simply overflows with 
emotions as the music permeates every pore of our 
human being. 
 
Our very own Little Yarra Ensemble’s homecoming 
concert on Friday night was filled with all of this. 
We were enchanted and transported from 
beginning to end and the music was pure medicine 
for our hearts, our minds, our souls. 
 
How fortunate we are to gift these skills of 
musicality to our children from an early age, at 
home and at school and to hear the fruits of their 
labour, in our homes, classrooms and even on 
buses. 
 
May you enjoy this special musical edition of our 
newsletter. Wishing you warmth and good health 
as winter embarks on us. 
 
Sonja 



 



 

Lindelwe’s Song 
by Susan Perrow © 2020  

This is a story that Susan Perrow wrote many years ago about the healing power of singing. It can be found in her book 
entitled ‘Healing Stories for Challenging Behaviour’ (Hawthorn Press, UK) and also in her e-book: A Spoonful of Stories #3: 
Fairy Tales for the 21st Century. 

 

   nce upon a time, in the middle of a field next to a village, a tiny pumpkin seed started to grow. 

It slowly spread out its green tendrils and leaves, and very soon, a pumpkin appeared in the 

middle of the pumpkin patch. It grew and grew and grew, until it was the biggest and most 

beautiful golden pumpkin that the villagers had ever seen. 

But this was no ordinary pumpkin, and this was no ordinary field. Because as the pumpkin was 

growing, around the pumpkin patch was growing a circle hedge of thorn bushes. These bushes 

were thick with thorns - thorns as long as your finger and as sharp as a needle. The bushes were 

so close together that by the time the pumpkin was ripe and ready to be picked, no-one could 

get through the hedge to reach it. 

The villagers had a meeting to decide what could be done. At the meeting an old grandfather 

said: ‘I have a sharp axe - I will try to chop down the hedge of thorns.’  

The grandfather took his sharp axe and started to chop through the hedge, but every time he 

chopped through a branch, another one grew quickly in its place, and by the end of the day he 

had given up. This was no ordinary pumpkin, and this was no ordinary field. 

Then one of the mothers of the village said: ‘I have a strong spade - I will try to dig under the 

hedge of thorns.’  

The mother took her spade and started to dig down, but the roots of the thorn bushes were so 

strong and close together that by the end of the day she too had given up. This was no ordinary 

pumpkin, and this was no ordinary field. 

Then one of the young boys of the village said: ‘I am such a good tree climber - I will try to climb 

over the hedge of thorns.’  

The boy started to climb up the branches, but the thorns were as long and sharp as needles and 

they tore his clothes and pricked his skin. By the end of the day, he too had given up. This was 

no ordinary pumpkin, and this was no ordinary field. 

 

O 



 

Then strolling into the village came Lindelwe, a young girl known to have the most beautiful 

voice in all the land. When she heard the problem, she walked past the villagers, sat down on a 

rock next to the hedge of thorns, and started to sing: 

Ithanga elikulu, Ithanga elikulu; lishleli ebobeni, lishleli ebobeni. 

Lindelwe's singing was so beautiful that all the animals in the surrounding fields came hopping 

and running to be closer to her to listen.   

Ithanga elikulu, Ithanga elikulu; lishleli ebobeni, lishleli ebobeni. 

Lindelwe's singing was so beautiful that the birds in the sky flew down to sit in the trees to 

listen.   

Ithanga elikulu, Ithanga elikulu; lishleli ebobeni, lishleli ebobeni. 

Lindelwe's singing was so beautiful that the worms and caterpillars crawled out of the ground 

to sit at her feet to listen.  

Ithanga elikulu, Ithanga elikulu; lishleli ebobeni, lishleli ebobeni. 

Lindelwe's singing was so beautiful that even the clouds in the sky came down low to listen. 

Ithanga elikulu, Ithanga elikulu; lishleli ebobeni, lishleli ebobeni. 

One little cloud came so low that it was hovering right in front of her. Lindelwe stopped singing 

and smiled at the watching villagers. Then she stepped into the middle of the little cloud. The 

cloud lifted her up, up, up and over the hedge of thorns and right down into the pumpkin patch. 

Lindelwe was now able to pick the beautiful golden pumpkin. She stepped back into the cloud, 

and it lifted her up and over the hedge of thorns and carried her all the way to the village. 

The villagers then chopped and cooked the pumpkin for an enormous feast that evening.  

They celebrated how Lindelwe, with her beautiful singing, was able to find a way over the magic 

hedge of thorns to pick the most wonderful, most golden pumpkin in the land. 

 

The End  
 

 



  

  Community Creations  
This page is a space for creations from the school community to be shared.  

Contributions welcome, email to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au.   
THE SUN AND THE WIND 
The Sun and the Wind were involved in a 
deep discussion this day and as they looked 
down, they saw a little man walking along in 
his overcoat. The Wind said, “You know, I 
am much stronger than you. I bet I could get that man’s 
overcoat off quicker than you can.” And with that, he 
huffed and puffed and blew and howled, but the little man 
only drew his overcoat tighter and tighter with every fresh 
gale of wind until Wind himself was puffed out. Sun said, 
“Now watch me.” And with that, he just beamed. The little man very quickly took his coat off. 
 
The little red house with no doors and no windows and a star inside (A story for young children) 
Once upon a time there was a little boy who was tired of all his toys, and tired of all his play. 
"What shall I do?" He asked his mother. And his mother, who always knew beautiful things for little boys to do, said, 
"You shall go on a journey and find a little red house with no doors and no windows and a star inside." This made the 
little boy wonder. "Which way shall I go?" He asked his mother. "I don't know where to find a little red house with no 
doors and no windows." His mother replied, "Go down the lane past the farmer's house and over the hill, and then 
hurry back as soon as you can and tell me all about your journey." So the little boy put on his cap and his jacket and 
started out. 
He had not gone very far down the lane when he came to a merry little girl dancing in the sunshine. 
Her cheeks were like pink petals, and she was singing like a robin. "Do you know where I shall find a little red house 
with no doors and no windows and a star in inside?" asked the little boy. The little girl laughed, "Ask my father, the 
farmer," she said. "Perhaps he knows." So the little boy went on until he came to the great brown barn where the 
farmer kept barrels of fat potatoes and baskets of yellow squashes and golden pumpkins. The farmer himself stood 
in the doorway. "Do you know where I shall find a little red house with no doors and no windows and a star inside?" 
asked the little boy of the farmer. 
The farmer laughed too. "I have lived a great many years and I have never seen one." He chuckled, "but ask Granny 
who lives at the foot of the hill. She knows how to make molasses and popcorn balls! Perhaps she can direct you." So 
the little boy went on farther still, until he came to the Granny, sitting in her pretty garden of herbs and marigolds. 
She was as wrinkled as a walnut and as smiling as the sunshine. "Please, Dear Granny," said the little boy. "Where 
shall I find a little red house with no doors and no windows and a star inside?" 
"I should like to find that little house myself," chuckled Granny. "I would be warm when the frosty night comes, and 
the starlight would be prettier than a candle. But ask the wind who blows about so much. Perhaps the wind can 
direct you." So the little boy took off his cap and tipped it politely to the Granny and went on up the hill. 
The wind was coming down the hill as the little boy climbed up. As they met, the wind turned about, singing beside 
the little boy. The wind cannot speak in our words, but it went singing ahead until it came to an orchard. There it 
climbed up in the apple tree and shook the branches. When the little boy climbed up, there he saw a big rosy apple. 
The little boy picked the apple. It was as much as his two hands could hold. It was as red as the sun had been able to 
paint it, and the thick brown stem stood up as straight as a chimney. It had no doors and no windows. Was there a 
star inside? 
The little boy called to the wind, "Thank you," and the wind whistled back, "You're welcome." 
The little boy went home and gave the apple to his mother. His mother took a knife and cut the apple through the 
centre. Oh, how wonderful! There inside the apple, lay a five-pointed star holding the brown seeds together. The 
little boy had found a little red house with no doors and no windows and a star inside.  



 

 

MUSIC REGISTER  
Instruments for Sale 
Term 2 – 2022 

VIOLIN 
½ size violin, with hard case & shoulder rest. $40 ono. Olesia 0403 763 953 

½ size, “Joseph Violti” violin, hard case, shoulder rest, bow, $99, Susan 0400 980 463 

½ size Chinese student violin for $65. Malini 0491 641 693 

½ size “Chamber student” violin, with case and bow. Good condition. $140. Marilena 0448 995 538 

¾ size “Chamber 2 student” violin, bow and case. Good condition. $150. Marilena 0448 995 538 

¾ “Prelude Stradivarius copy”, Chinese handmade instrument. Comes with a hard case, bow and 
shoulder rest. The violin case has a crack and could be mended. The sound is very good as it is. $200. 
Kelly 0414 391 039 

¾ size “Chamber Student 101” violin, with bow and case, $400. Ingrid 0415 261 932  

Full size 4/4 “Huxley” violin, with bow and case. Good condition. $60. Marilena 0448 995 538 

Full size “Chamber Student” violin, with bow, chin rest and hard case. Good condition. $300.  
Rachel 0427 726 969 

Full size “Suzuki NS-20” violin, Excellent condition. Hard case but no bow. $250 ono.  
Olesia 0403 763 953 

Full size 4/4 “Prelude” violin. Copy of Stradivarius. High quality, very good condition. Comes with bow 
&case. Valued at $2500. Selling for $1500. Aladdin Jones 0490 123 199 or Tessa Priest 0405 390 348.  
 

VIOLA 
¼ size “Raggetti” viola, good condition. Obligato strings. Good bow and shoulder rest. Nice mellow tone. 
Light weight hard case. $250 negotiable. Damien 0418 622 647 

13 inch “St Antonio” viola. Very good condition with a new shoulder rest and hard case. A new bow is 
needed. $150. Dana 0418 210 656 

14 inch “Chamber” student viola with shoulder piece and bow. Excellent quality including case. 
$500. Contact Murray 0458587942. 
 

CELLO 
1/2 size cello- Hofner- beautiful sound. $900. Includes recently purchased new bow and a hard 
case.  Contact Liz: 0419 774 566 

½ size Chamber student cello and bow. Comes with a soft case, in good condition except for some 
surface scratches, $550. Contact Natasja 0498 266 385. 



3/4 Chamber Student Cello Model with bow (approx. 3yo instrument) Beautiful sounding Cello. Used 
by intermediate player: playing grade 4. Purchased and set up by Nic at Bows for strings Glen 
Waverley. Hard case included. Case has partial broken zip. Still perfectly usable. $950. Lisa 
0410692929 
 
 

DOUBLE BASS 

Large ¼ size double bass with soft case and bow, excellent condition, professionally set by the 
wonderful luthier Nicholas at Bows for Strings, $1000 ono, Glenn 0434 006 089 

WOODWINDS 

“Yamaha” YAS-26 Alto Saxophone, gold lacquer. 2 years old, perfect condition. Has 1 year warranty left 
on it from Ozwinds in Ormond, $1300. Dan 0402 726 750  

OTHER INSTRUMENTS 

Trombone - good condition. Soft case & mouthpiece included. $195. Contact Liz: 0419 774 566 

Full sized red piano accordion, excellent condition, with hard case. $400. Kim 0417 312 602 

If you wish to add an instrument for sale, please email details to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au.  Once 
you have sold or bought an instrument through the Music Register please advise us via email and we will 
remove the item from this list. 
 

Please note that music teachers are happy and able to view or value instruments being purchased by LYSS 
students during their child’s individual lessons or after hours in consultation with the child’s music 
teacher.  Please do not leave instruments for inspection or collection by a potential buyer at the music 
department or school office as we cannot ensure the instruments’ safety and have limited storage room.  

 

 

World peace is one project that we have to do 
together 

Yoko Ono 

mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au.


 

Music in the curriculum 
by Jeff Spade, Music and Drama  
(New York City Rudolf Steiner School) 
 
“If I were not a physicist, I would probably 
be a musician. I often think in music. I live 

my daydreams in music. I see my life in 
terms of music.” 

— ALBERT EINSTEIN 

What makes teaching music in a  Steiner School  unique?  
One of the easiest  places to observe this may be in the primary school  classrooms 
where,  i f  you spend enough time, you wi l l  see the chi ldren,  led by their  devoted teachers,  
l i terally singing throughout  the day.  A simple song announces everything from the end 
of playtime, the beginning of c ircle t ime, the start  and finish of lunchtime, and the best  
part  of the day,  outside t ime!  Naturally,  i t  doesn’t  stop there.  There are many t imes 
throughout the day when the sound of  the chi ldren’s voices in harmony or  a recorder 
played in one of the primary school  classrooms can be heard.  Moving over to the Upper 
School  buildings,  the joyful  noise continues on any given day when you might feel  the  
thunder of the percussions,  the  soulful  song of a saxophone or  the skipping notes of the 
marimbas echoing across the oval.  
 

The reason for  music,  however,  goes much deeper than simply accessing the performing 
arts.  What is it  about music  that is  not only essential  but ,  even more deeply,  a  defining 
human experience? What does the pract ice of singing and playing an instrument  have to 
do with the principles of Steiner  educat ion? 
 

When we consider the task of the Steiner School  in  educating students in  the three-fold  
manner most commonly described as “head, heart  and hands,” we get a  gl impse of how 
music has a direct  and meaningful  effect  on the whole  human being.  In order to ful ly 
appreciate the impact of music  on the three-fold being,  it ’s  important to understand the 
elements of  music  as best we can.  We can attempt to  bring music into the physical  realm 
by breaking it  down into the basic  elements:  melody,  harmony, and rhythm. It  is  through 
examining these three elements that we begin to see the connection to  how music is  a  
purely human art  form and l ives in every aspect of the body.  
 

Ask yourself  the  definit ion of  melody and you’l l  f ind yourself  stumbling over the 
definit ion in  much the same way as i f  you had been asked to describe the colour green.  
The melody is what the piece is about,  so what is it?  As with the colour green (green is 
the colour between blue and yellow on the visible spectrum. It  is  evoked by l ight which 
has a  dominant wavelength of roughly 495–570 nm.;  Wikipedia) ,  the best way to answer  
this question is  scientifical ly.  
 

A  melody is a  series of  individual  pitches put together in  a sequence.  That ’s  al l .  The 
clearest example of this is  found in Gregorian Chant,  the monophonic music  of the early 
church that in its earl iest  form contained only a single melodic  l ine.  A single pitch,  
fol lowed by another ,  in a sequence that may or  may not become recognisable.  
 



Harmony is  a bit  easier  to  grasp although equally  hard to define without  becoming 
subjective.  In  simple terms, harmony is  more than one tone sounding at  the same time, 
otherwise known as a chord.  In  most cultures,  harmony develops from a simple  melody 
to adding gradually more complex and layered tones or  the recently discovered complex 
contrapuntal  rhythms of  the nomadic Aka Pygmies,  one of the most  ancient  cultures 
existing on the planet.  
 

Simply put,  harmony takes a single tone and pairs it  with another,  causing these tones 
to vibrate with and against each other ,  al lowing the human ear to perceive and react in 
a variety of ways.  Modes l ike major  and minor,  combined with compositional  forms and 
styles ranging from sonorous to  atonal  and polytonal  music  now bring subjectivity and 
feel ing to  music.  We form opinions about whether we l ike or  disl ike  a piece  of music  
depending on how i t  makes us “feel .”  World rel igions recognise the power of  music  to 
sing praise to their  deit ies;  consider,  for  instance, Gospel  tunes or  the chanting of  
Japanese Zen Monks.  
 

The definit ion of  rhythm is also challenging to answer in plain words.  Although the 
attr ibutes of rhythm can be applied to every aspect of l iving,  scienti fical ly  speaking,  
rhythm is the division of sound into t ime, originating from the Greek rhuthmos meaning 
“to flow.”  Whether your beat flows easi ly l ike  in  rhythm and blues or  angri ly  l ike the 
tempestuous music of Holst ’s “Mars:  The Bringer of War” from his suite The Planets,  we 
can al l  feel  a  connection to the primal  nature of rhythm and i ts inextricable l ink to music.  
 

So how do the elements of music  relate to the human being? Think of where these 
elements l ive in your body:  
 

MELODY:  Where do we experience melody? The leading question would be,  “where does 
a tune ‘get  stuck’?”  at  which point  the answer is obvious:  Your head!  And what are the 
instruments that produce melody? The original  instrument of melody is the  human voice,  
and you only  have to imagine a young chi ld singing to  experience the beauty  of  their  
single melody as they imitate the voice of a parent or  a sibl ing.  The instruments that are 
associated with melody are typical ly wind instruments,  including the woodwind and 
brass famil ies,  as they are essential ly  l imited to only producing a single tone at  a t ime.  
 

HARMONY: The subjective nature of harmony naturally  lends itself  to  the chest  cavity,  
mainly the heart.  As mentioned earl ier ,  we “feel” the music through our experience of 
harmony, identifying with major,  minor,  and other modes from our primary culture.  
Instruments that  are able to produce harmony include the str ing family,  namely  the harp 
and piano with the caveat that,  of  course,  a viol in or  cel lo can play a  melody while at  the 
same time have the capacity to play multiple str ings and therefore,  chords.  
 

RHYTHM: Whether it  is  through the sound of the drum l ine of a marching band coming 
down the street in a parade or  through the beat of  a disco tune on the dance floor,  we  
experience rhythm in our l imbs.  If  you are sitt ing or  standing while a rhythmic  piece is 
played, you’l l  notice your foot tapping or  your head bobbing or  your f ingers snapping 
almost immediately.  We associate rhythm with the percussion section of an ensemble,  
those instruments that play rhythms but do not represent actual  pitch.  
 



Through music’s  capacity to inhabit  the head, heart,  and hands of the human being,  we 
recognize not only the impact of music  on body,  soul,  and spir it ,  but also come to real ize 
that the elements of music  form a picture of the human being.  It  is  essential .   
When we create music,  we are actually engaging every aspect of the body.  The lungs fi l l  
with air ,  the rhythm flows through the beating of the heart  into the l imbs,  the melody is 
carried through the thinking capacity,  and the experience of harmony moves back 
through the heart  and into our feel ing l ife.  
 

The music curriculum in a Steiner School  is  in harmony with Rudolf  Steiner’s view of chi ld 
development.  Beginning in  the early  chi ldhood classrooms, we find the hauntingly 
beautiful  pentatonic  or  5-note-scale songs that do not ful ly centre on a dominant tone.  
The pentatonic  scale is  found in nearly al l  world cultures including Native American,  
most Asian cultures,  and in Ancient Greece,  where Pythagoras based his “harmony of the 
spheres”  on the five  planets.  
 

Students sing together as a whole class,  thus mirroring Steiner’s philosophy of education 
from the “whole to the part.”  There is a sense of wholeness and purity to the tunes and 
as this unique scale is  devoid of half-steps,  it  l ives naturally  in the consciousness of the 
small  chi ld.  The pentatonic  scale continues into first  grade and is then mirrored with the 
chi ldren’s f irst  instrument,  the pentatonic  flute.  
 

When students approach the nine-year change, they become more independent  thinkers 
and experience this  through their  capacity to hold their  own vocal  part  and, thus,  sing 
rounds.  Soprano recorders,  larger in size,  capable of playing full  scales with sharps and 
flats,  replace the pentatonic  flutes and the student’s musical  journey further evolves.  
 

As students progress from the lower grades through the middle and upper schools,  the  
recorder is  gradually replaced by str ings,  woodwinds,  or  brass instruments,  and students  
learn to play in  both small  and large ensembles.  In these,  they have the experience of  
playing pieces both in a ful l  section such as orchestra  or  band.  Vocal  music  evolves from 
the singing of simple songs and rounds as a class to singing complex choral  arrangements 
wherein students learn to tune their  voices,  modulate through many different key 
signatures,  blend with the whole group, and interpret the piece artistical ly.  
 

And yet it  is  not only in music  class or  instrumental  ensembles in which students are  
immersed in music.  Chi ldren sing and play music dai ly during their  Main Lessons,  in their  
class plays,  in  special  subject  classes such as German, and during class celebrations for  
birthdays and world holidays.   
 

Music  is  the  glue that holds the spir it  of  the school  together and, l ike the relationship of 
music  to the human body,  it  is  essential .  It  is  this  f irmly held belief  regarding the 
importance of music  to each chi ld’s development that sets Steiner  Schools apart  from 
other schools.  
 

Through music we refine the capacity to connect.  To harmonise.  To resolve dissonance.  
To heal.  To think.  To feel .  To mature.  To make sound judgement.  To vibrate.  To  tune.  To 
move about the world with wholeness.  To develop and hold onto that sense that the world 
is good.  
 

“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to everything.” 
— PLATO 



 

Craft Activity  

Opening verse for handwork: 
May our hands complete our task with patience, 

May our work be done with care, 
May our fingers work as friends together, 

May we our friendship share. 
 

Beginner Recorder Bag Pattern 
Skill Level: Basic 

Materials 
• Size 4.5 mm knitting needles 
• Wool yarn 
• Yarn needle 
• Scissors 

Instructions  
Cast on 12 stitches. 
Knit four rows in stocking stitch. On fifth row, knit first 6 stitches, leave the last 6 stitches for now, 
pick up a new needle and continue four rows with the first 6 stitches. Go back and tie-on new yarn and 
knit four rows on the second 6 stitches. Now you have a buttonhole slot. Continue knitting in stocking 
stitch until flap is about 8-10cms long. 
 
Cast on an additional 8-10 stitches so you are now knitting in the round. Knit in round for about 
30cms. Last round K2T all way around, pull yarn through these last stitches and tie off. 

 

Closing verse: 
Our hands have completed the task with patience, 

Our work has been done with care, 
Our fingers have worked as friends together, 

And we our friendship shared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://easycrochet.com/tag/basic-skill-level/


 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Children’s Books / Parent & Educator Literature 

 "A tone is at the foundation of everything in the physical world." 
This is one of many astonishing statements made by Rudolf 
Steiner in this collection of seven lectures on the inner realities of 
music. These lectures are an unusual treasure as they are the only 
two groups of lectures that Steiner gave primarily on music, other 
than the lecture cycle for the tone eurythmy course, Eurythmy as 
Visible Music. In the first group of three lectures, given in 1906, 
Steiner explains why music affects the human soul so powerfully. 
Music has always held a special position among the arts because it 
is the only art form whose archetype, or source, lies not in the 
physical world, as with architecture, sculpture, and painting, but 
purely in the spiritual world-the soul's true home. Music thus 
directly expresses through tones the innermost essence of the 
cosmos, and our sense of well-being when we hear music comes 
from a recognition of our soul's experience in the spiritual world. 
In the remaining lectures, given in 1922-23, Steiner discusses our 
experience of musical intervals and shows how it has undergone 
profound changes during the course of evolution. The religious 
effects of music in ancient times and the union of music with 
speech are considered, as well as the origin of musical instruments 
out of imaginations that accompanied singing. New insights are 
offered on the nature of the major and minor modes and on future 
directions of musical development. 

Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter contain a wide variety of 
poems, songs, and stories of the seasons and many contributions 
for festivals. The volume titled Spindrift contains material for 
use throughout the year, including more than forty stories, many 
different cultures around the world. Gateways contains sections 
on morning, evening, birthdays, and fairy tales. 
Based on work in Waldorf kindergartens, these six books provide 
invaluable material for working with young children and will be 
useful for Waldorf teachers, home schoolers, and parents alike. 
First published more than twenty years ago, these books are in 
their third edition, now reedited and with much new material 
added. In addition, the music has been comprehensively edited, 
with most songs now in the scale of D-pentatonic, which is 
particularly suited to pentatonic lyres and may be played on any 
traditional seven-note or twelve-note instrument. Each volume 
includes an enlightening introduction by Jennifer Aulie on music 
in the "mood of the fifth." 
The covers are all illustrated in watercolours by David Newbatt, 
with the four seasonal titles each depicting a different worker. 
Wynstones Press  ISBN-13 :  978-0946206490 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
  

LYSS Community Advertisements 
Please consider support for businesses from our school community when you next need a product/ service. 

Sweet Porridge edition - Term 2  2022 
Closing date for submissions 
TERM 2 2022 

Friday  17 June 
 

Date of Publication 
TERM 2 2022 

Wednesday 22 June 
Email sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au    

mailto:beansandbananascoop@gmail.com
mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au


 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Scandinavian designed rainwear  
for adult & children 
• Waterproof and windproof 
• PVC free fabric 
• Lightweight and breathable  
• Long lasting 

www.mknordika.com.au marie@mknordika.com.
au Mobile: 0410914446 

 

 

  

 

LYSS Community Advertisements 
Please consider support for businesses from our school community when you next need a product/ 

ser ice  

Advertising Rates for Sweet Porridge 

Small ad – 25 words                          $ 3 
Business card size or 100 words    $ 6 
Quarter page     $ 10 
Half page    $17 
Full page    $30 
Community Notices          Free of 
Charge 
All year            by arrangement 
or at the School Office.  Please email all content to          
sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au     

http://www.mknordika.com.au/
mailto:marie@mknordika.com.au
mailto:marie@mknordika.com.au
mailto:sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au


 

 

 

We have some great markets to enjoy in the Upper Yarra. Pop on down, support locals and connect with your 
community. Please check market websites for updates as market schedules may change due to weather or 
COVID-19 restrictions. 
 

The Valley Market Warburton 
1st Sunday 
11am-3pm 
Thomas Avenue, Warburton 
 

 

 

  

 

How mush-room is in this word puzzle? 

Test your foraging skills to find all the mushroom words you can in this word find. 

Warburton Community Market 
2nd Sunday 
9am-2pm 
St Mary’s Anglican Church, Warburton  

Upper Yarra Community Market 
2nd & 4th Sunday 
8am-2pm 
Car Park adjacent to Recreation Reserve,  
Yarra Junction  

Millgrove Community Market 
3rd Saturday and 5th Sunday 
7am – 3pm 
Memorial Park Reserve near CFA, Millgrove 

 

https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=40ad5a6c31&e=897c7dbc8f
https://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=e30cc00422131665fe808d4c5d6618bd0a4ca362167db05a0859716eb84d4739a594daec59551d6b7f8b2e579674981dec1272080b3ea2c4
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=39b071aa33&e=897c7dbc8f
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=9e0f982d4d&e=897c7dbc8f
https://vic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e5121508315e3111fb61dcf89&id=f8efca23e0&e=897c7dbc8f


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recipes 
Got a good one to share? Please email to sweetporridge@lyss.vic.edu.au 

Relaxing Candlelit Bath 

Ingredients: Water, Magnesium Chloride Flakes, 

Essential Oils, Carrier Oil, Candles, Music 

Method: Fill the bathtub with warm water, add 4 

cups of magnesium chloride flakes, 8-10 drops of 

your favourite essential oil in carrier oil, light candles 

and put on some soothing music (Japanese Garden, 

Temple of Serenity on Spotify is wonderful), relax 

and unwind from the day.  

 The Difference between Magnesium Chloride and Magnesium Sulphate (Epsom salt) 
 

Winding down at the end of the day with a magnesium soak is an amazing way to calm the body and ease into 
restful sleep. Magnesium baths are great for stress relief, muscle soreness after working out, improving 
circulation, relieving headaches, joint pain, skin conditions, and much more. Did you know that not all 
magnesium soaks are equal? There is actually a big difference between magnesium bath flakes and Epsom 
salts. Magnesium bath flakes are made from magnesium chloride. Epsom salts are magnesium sulphate. 
Although both contain a form of magnesium, magnesium chloride is much better suited for topical 
application. 
 
Magnesium chloride is a most important and vital mineral required for life. Without magnesium chloride, the 
human body would be unable to maintain fluids in blood vessels, conduct nerve transmissions, move muscles, 
or maintain proper kidney function. Magnesium chloride is a highly soluble, potent form of magnesium for 
fast-acting topical uses. 
 
Magnesium chloride is more easily absorbed and utilized by the body. 
 

Magnesium chloride is the best choice because it is more easily assimilated, and therefore more bioavailable 
or absorbed and utilised by the body. Whereas magnesium sulphate is not as easily absorbed and utilized in 
the body and is also more rapidly excreted through the kidneys than magnesium chloride, which explains why 
results don’t last long, and more amounts are needed for desired effects. 
Magnesium bath flakes and topical magnesium oil (both made from magnesium chloride) are your best bet 
for when looking to soak away the stress of the day, and wind down for a good night’s sleep! 

 
References: 

Sircus, Dr. Mark (2012) Magnesium Chloride Benefits. 
Durlach, J., Guiet-Bara, A., Pages, N., Bac, P., and Bara, M. (2005).  

Magnesium chloride or magnesium sulphate: a genuine question. Magnesium Research 18 (3) 187-92. 
 



 

Melbourne Rudolf Steiner Seminar 
Full-time and part-time courses in Rudolf Steiner Education  

 
Part-time certificate courses. Each evening we have a movement or artistic activity, supper and then a 
lecture/discussion. The evening also offers an enjoyable social experience. These are non-accredited 
courses. Enrol for these courses on-line at: www.steinerseminar.com 

 
• Nourishing Early Childhood (Certificate), which explores the life of the very young child from 0-7. 

Duration: 1 year. 
• Understanding Child Development and Rudolf Steiner Education (Certificate), which considers child 

development and education during the Primary years. Duration: 2 years 
• Rudolf Steiner High School Education (Certificate) 
• Biodynamics (Note: this will be offered from 11:00am – 3:00 pm on a Thursday, subject to numbers). 

 
Full-time accredited Steiner Teacher Training course: Advanced Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education 
(course code 10527NAT) This is an accredited course, offering a rich and comprehensive grounding in the 
picture of the human being given by Rudolf Steiner in the first year, with a focus on the pedagogy and 
curriculum given in Steiner schools in the second year. VET Student Loans and Austudy are available for 
eligible students. This course offers a pathway to a Bachelor of Education at the Australian Catholic 
University, Deakin, and Charles Darwin universities. Information: Ph. 03 
98765199    www.steinerseminar.com  email:    office@steinerseminar.com   Address: Melbourne Rudolf 
Steiner Seminar, 37A Wellington Park Drive, Warranwood, 3134 

  

Every child is different, even those who share the same parents and the same environment … 
each child is unique … The child’s hereditary characteristics interact with the stimuli they 
receive from their surroundings. The temperament is the meeting of the spiritual aspect of 
oneself, [the “I”] and the contributions of the father and the mother [heredity]. 
Once you begin to live with the concept of spirit and heredity, you start to note the change in 
mood throughout the cycle of the seasons. This change of mood can be expressed in different 
ways. Children’s moods are associated with the seasons. Some children are summer children – 
not because they are born in summer, but because their gestures and characteristics show an 
affinity with summer. Some children are fiery like the summer, others watery like the winter; 
some are earthbound like the fall, while some are light and airy like the spring. If we look at 
children between the ages of five and fourteen, we will notice the temperament is 
really predominant. 
- Rene Queridos “The Role of Temperament in Understanding the Child” in Waldorf Education: A 
Family Guide (1995): Michaelmas Press 

http://www.steinerseminar.com/
mailto:office@steinerseminar.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.innateconnection.com.au/


 


	Little Yarra Steiner School is situated on Wurundjeri Country. We respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri Woiwurrung People of the Kulin Nation as the Traditional Custodians of the lands on which we work, learn, and play, and pay respect to their Elde...
	“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.”
	— ALBERT EINSTEIN


	Beginner Recorder Bag Pattern
	Materials
	Instructions
	Cast on 12 stitches.
	Knit four rows in stocking stitch. On fifth row, knit first 6 stitches, leave the last 6 stitches for now, pick up a new needle and continue four rows with the first 6 stitches. Go back and tie-on new yarn and knit four rows on the second 6 stitches. ...
	Cast on an additional 8-10 stitches so you are now knitting in the round. Knit in round for about 30cms. Last round K2T all way around, pull yarn through these last stitches and tie off.

	The Difference between Magnesium Chloride and Magnesium Sulphate (Epsom salt)

